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Another Life - Katee Sackhoff | Official Trailer | Netflix

Choose Humanity. Another Life premieres July 25. Only on Netflix.



When a mysterious alien Artifact lands on Earth, Commander Niko

Breckinridge (Katee Sackhoff) has to lead humanity’s first

interstellar mission to its planet of origin, while her husband

(Justin Chatwin) tries to make first contact with the artifact back on

earth.  Another Life explores the miracle of life, how precious life

is in a universe mostly empty of it, and the lengths we will go to

protect the ones we love.



Watch Another Life, Only on Netflix: https://www.netflix.com/title/80236236



SUBSCRIBE: http://bit.ly/29qBUt7



About Netflix:

Netflix is the world's leading internet entertainment service with over 148 million paid memberships in over 190 countries enjoying TV series, documentaries and feature films across a wide variety of genres and languages. Members can watch as much as they want, anytime, anywhere, on any internet-connected screen. Members can play, pause and resume watching, all without commercials or commitments.



Connect with Netflix Online:

Visit Netflix WEBSITE: http://nflx.it/29BcWb5

Like Netflix Kids on FACEBOOK: http://bit.ly/NetflixFamily

Like Netflix on FACEBOOK: http://bit.ly/29kkAtN

Follow Netflix on TWITTER: http://bit.ly/29gswqd

Follow Netflix on INSTAGRAM: http://bit.ly/29oO4UP

Follow Netflix on TUMBLR: http://bit.ly/29kkemT
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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